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Status quo and intentions are not 
good enough...

Innovation + investments are 
critical to success



Cultural Shift

�Do not profit from pain: show people with dignity, 
empowerment and respect. 

�Actively remove white savior imagery.
�Ensure active consent and safety of all people featured.



Multicultural communities are 
not a monolith

Develop a deeper understanding
of each audience



Don’t Make Assumptions, 
Do Your Homework



Demographic Attributes

Age Gender Race Location Ancestry

Language Income Political 
Affiliation

Food, Music, 
TV, Films, 

Books
Influencers 
They Follow



Approach

Prepare Plan/Test Scale



Approach

1. Identify critical business goals. 
2. Make the case for innovation and investment up and down the 

organization and build the budget.
3. Define the target audience and be specific: choose one audience and 

speak to their needs and add value. Lead with audience research if
possible.

4. Establish short and long-term KPIs and benchmarks and create space for 
innovation and success.

5. Create the campaign with culturally relevant stories and creative and 
deploy your test.

6. Scale budget and campaigns based on learnings from tests.



Campaign Phases

� Phase 1: Develop campaign goals, creative themes, messages and 
media plan.

� Phase 2: Build audiences with strategic targeting, grow pool of 
followers, website visitors and SMS subscribers.

� Phase 3: Test a wide range of creative.

� Phase 4: Scale up reach and optimize media plan by developing
lookalike models of the audience developed in phase 2.

� Phase 5: Evolve creative based on testing.



Example: Listos California, Emergency 
Preparedness Campaign in California

�The need: Reaching and engaging diverse 
communities via digital channels in rural parts of 
California

�Priority audiences:
�Young Latinx, Black and AAPI communities and highly 

targeted districts in California
�Media plan reflected the demographic attributes of those

districts



Winning Creative



Multicultural Creative



Video



Critical Factors for Success

Paid media integration with
� Social media
� Billboards
� Traditional media
� Local artists that represented diverse communities
� Community activations and events
� Trusted celebrities and experts



Results

�Engaged hard-to-reach Latinx and diverse communities with 
life-saving emergency preparedness content.

�Built a social media presence from scratch.
�Grew audience reach across social, website, search and SMS.
�Recruited thousands of people to complete the emergency 

preparedness course via SMS.
�Educated millions of people on emergency preparedness.



Questions
Preguntas 


